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A B S T R A C T
The paper is an introduction how to work with dichotomous keys in the BIO
KEYS software (http://accountvienst.readyhosting.com/index.asp?prgID=1), 
in clu ding creating of  dichotomous data, creating dichotomous key from dichoto
mous data, specimen identification by using dichotomous keys and illustration of  
the iden ti fication result with data from integrated database. This way of  creating di
cho to mous data with successive creating dichotomous key in BIOKEYS software 
allows choosing the best version of  dichotomous key both in evolutionary and 
phy lo ge netic meanings. Because Edicho index allows to quantitatively evaluate per
for mance of  a dichotomous key based on the evenness of  the number of  steps to 
iden ti fication of  all taxa, its calculation has been integrated in BIOKEYS software.
K e y w o r d s : software, dichotomous key, BIOKEYS, taxonomy

Р Е З Ю М Е
Нгуен Ван Шинь. Программа BIOKEYS: введение в использование 
дихотомических ключей. Эта статья представляет собой введение в работу 
с дихотомическими ключами в программe BIOKEYS (http://accountvienst.
readyhosting.com/index.asp?PrgID=1), и включает в себя создание дихотоми
чес ких данных, создание дихотомического ключа из этих данных, иден
тификацию образца с использованием построенных ключeй и иллюстра
цию результата идентификации с данными из базы данных. Описанный 
способ создания дихотомических данных с последовательным созданием 
дихото ми ческого ключа в программe BIOKEYS позволяет выбрать лучшую 
версию дихотомического ключа, отражающего как эволюционный, так и 
филогенетический смысл. Поскольку индекс Edicho позволяет количествен
но оценить эффективность созданного дихотомического ключa на основе 
равномерности количества шагов для идентификации всех таксонов, его 
расчет был интегрирован в программное обеспечение BIOKEYS.
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BIOKEYS software: an introduction 
for dichotomous keys use

The most easy and common way to identify the organism 
from unusual flora or fauna is the keying out using dicho to
mous keys – the basic element of  various taxonomic mo no
graphs and manuals. However, before use the key should be 
created and then verified by practical use. The wide in tro
duce of  online papers and other electronic resources arises 
the problem of  compilation online available keys to iden
tification of  various groups of  animals, plants and fun gi. 
This problem was in the focus of  our studies for the last 
several years. Before (Nguyen 2015) we started the crea tion 
of  special software and described how to use it for poly
clave keys. The main goal of  the present paper is to discuss 
how to create and use dichotomous keys and how to assess 
the performance of  the created key.

The dichotomous keys consist of  a series of  paired cha
rac ters (thesis and antithesis). Using the dichotomous keys 
al ways begins with the first pair of  characters and selecting 
the character that best fits the specimen. This will direct the 
user to another pair of  characters. This single access type 
of  identification has defined disadvantage as the specimen 
can lack the character of  the first pair of  characters. The 

polyclave (multiaccess) keys allow the user to enter the key 
at any point and the user can choose the most obvious and 
im portant characters of  the specimen to identify. However, 
the dichotomous keys are still the most popular method of  
bio logical taxa identification.

BIOKEYS is an integrated system for working with 
data base and identification keys, both polyclave and dicho
to mous. The taxonomists can use this software for creating 
keys and then students can use this software to identify the 
object using available keys.

M A T E R I A L  A N D  M E T H O D S
BIOKEYS software was created with using Embarcadero 

Delphi 10.1 Berlin Professional. The installation package of  
BIOKEYS is available on the homepage of  the Institute of  
Eco logy and Biological Resources (http://accountvienst.
readyhosting.com/index.asp?prgID=1). BIOKEYS has 6 
own file formats (“*.bkd” for the database file, “*.bki” for 
the polyclave key file, “*.bkc” for the coded polyclave key 
file, “*.bks” for the text file, “*.bk0” for the dichotomous 
data file, and “*.bkt” for the dichotomous key file). To create 
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the user interface in BIOKEYS the visual component lib rary 
(VCL) of  Delphi was used. The user interface of  BIOKEYS 
allowing working with dichotomous keys in clu des: 1) dialog 
box for creating dichotomous data; 2) dialog box for creating 
dichotomous key from dichotomous data; 3) dialog box for 
identification by using dichotomous key. Be sides, Edicho, an 
index for evaluating performance of  di cho tomous keys, was 
developed (Nguyen et al. 2017). The idea of  the index is that, 
as a key is intended for iden ti fi ca tion of  each of  the taxa 
in the group, the key will achieve the highest performance 
when the mean number of  steps to their identification is 
minimal. The index therefore has Pie lou’s evenness index as 
a prototype (Pielou 1966) and is ranging between 0 and 1 
(0 < Edicho ≤ 1) and has following formula:

where: S is the number of  taxon in the group; pi is the 
proportion of  the number of  steps for identification of  the 
itaxon to the total number of  steps needed to identify all 
the taxa of  the group. 

In BIOKEYS a dialog box is also provided for calcula
ting Edicho index. For opening this dialog box there is a sub
me nu under the menu “Working with dicho to mous key”. 
BIOKEYS is bilingual software, switching lan guage from 
Vietnamese to English (and vice versa) by cli cking the 
second button of  the toolbar of  the main window. 

H O W  T O  W O R K  W I T H  B I O K E Y S
Dichotomous data  in  BIOKEYS

Dichotomous data is a set of  pairs of  dichotomous cha
rac ters with their lists of  the taxa. Thus, each pair of  di cho
to mous characters has two lists of  taxa, a list consists of  
ta xa that all have thesis character and the other list consists 
of  taxa that all have antithesis character. Two lists of  taxa 
of  a pair of  dichotomous characters can together consist 
as much as all the taxa of  the taxonomic group that must 
be clas si fied, or as little as only two taxa. The dialog box 
for creating dichotomous data in BIOKEYS is presented 
in the Figure 1. The larger set of  dichotomous character 
pairs therefore provides the more chances to create reliable 
di cho tomous key. 

To enter the dichotomous data into BIOKEYS, at first 
the list of  all the taxa should be created. For this purpose 
the name of  each taxon will be typed into the edit field next 
to the label ‘Adding taxa’ with clicking mouse on it when 
the name of  taxon is completed. After the list of  all the taxa 
is created, the pairs of  dichotomous characters with their 
list of  taxa will be entered one after another, where the taxa 
for these lists are chosen from the list of  all taxa. Each time 
when the two dichotomous characters of  a pair were typed 
and their lists of  taxa are completed, clicking on the button 
“Up dating character” will enter the character pair. The di
cho tomous data can and should be stored in a file (with the 
ex tension of  “.bk0”) for later use. It is better to save the 
file immediately after entering the first pair of  dichotomous 
cha rac ters with the corresponding lists of  taxa, especially 
while working with desktop computer.

The published dichotomous keys can be used to create 
di gital dichotomous key in BIOKEYS for subsequent iden
ti fi cation of  the name online when the access to the hard 
pub lication copy is difficult. The key for identification of  
horn wort genera of  Columbia (Gradstein 2018) has been 
used here as an example of  creating dichotomous data and 
di cho tomous key, and of  using dichotomous key (Fig. 1).

Creat ing dichotomous key from 
dichotomous data in  BIOKEYS

The dichotomous key can be created in BIOKEYS 
from a file of  dichotomous data by using the dialog box 
for crea ting dichotomous key (Fig. 2). In this dialog box 
when we open a dichotomous data file, BIOKEYS will 
create the list of  all taxa and put it in the under the label 
“Ta xa of  selected group”. This is the initial list of  taxa to 
be clas sified, it is numbered zero and this number is added 
to the dropdown list under label “Choose taxon group to 
clas si fy”. Then BIOKEYS will search for all pairs of  di
cho tomous characters, which have lists of  taxa with total 
taxa amount equal to the taxa amount of  all taxa list. These 
pairs of  dichotomous characters will be numbered and the 
number of  such pairs of  dichotomous characters will be 
dis played in the updown list after the button “Usable pairs 
of  dichotomous characters”.

The Figure 2 shows that, in our example, the dichotomous 
data has totally 7 taxa and there is one pair of  dichotomous 

Figure 1 Dialog box for creating dichotomous data Figure 2 Dialog box for creating dichotomous key
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cha racters with total taxa amount of  7. Because there is in this 
case only one usable pair of  dichotomous characters, we have 
to take it for the classification by clicking on the but ton “Take 
pair of  characters”. But if  there is more than one usable pair 
of  dichotomous characters, we can use updown button to 
choose a pair. If  classification of  a group of  taxa creates new 
groups of  more than one taxon, these new groups will be 
numbered and their numbers will be ad ded to the dropdown 
list under label “Choose taxon group to classify”.

Each step of  the process of  creating of  dichotomous 
key in BIOKEYS includes choosing the group of  taxa to 
be classified and clicking on the button “Take pair of  cha
rac ters” to choose the pair of  dichotomous characters for 
clas sification of  the chosen group of  taxa. To choose the 
group of  taxa to be classified we choose one number in 
the dropdown list under the label “Choose taxon group to 
clas sify”. The process of  creating dichotomous key will be 
fi nished when there no more unclassified groups of  two or 
more taxa. BIOKEYS will then announce in a message box 
“Clas si fication finished!” and let the user save the created 
di cho tomous key in a file of  “.bkt” format for later use in 
spe ci men identification with BIOKEYS, and in a text file 
of  “.bks” format. BIOKEYS will also display the created 
di cho tomous key in a child window (Fig. 3).

Identi f icat ion of  specimen using 
dichotomous key in  BIOKEYS

The identification of  specimen using dichotomous key 
in BIOKEYS is conducted in the dialog box “Identifying 
with dichotomous key” (Fig. 4). Once the dichotomous 
key is loaded, the character of  each pair of  dichotomous 
cha rac ters (thesis or antithesis) that matched with the spe
ci men will be chosen by clicking on the corresponding op
tion button. The option button will be selected and the 
cor res ponding character will be updated in the box with 
label “Selected characters”. Further step is to click on the 
right arrow button; this allows going to the next pair of  
di cho tomous keys. At any time during this process the list 
of  matched taxa tell us that all these taxa have all the cha
rac ters in the box with label “Selected characters”. The 
iden tification finished when the list of  taxa under the label 
“Mat ched taxa:” will consist of  only one taxon and the 
list of  the cha racters in the box under the label “Selected 
characters” is the path of  specimen identification (Fig. 5).

The left arrow button can be used when  the characters 
were wrongly chosen and it is necessary to go backward to 
check the previous steps.

Once the specimen is identified, in order to display illust
ra tion of  the result, it is only needed to click on the button 

Figure 4 Dialog box for identifying specimen Figure 5 The final result of  the specimen identification

Figure 3 Child window with created dichotomous key
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“Display data to illustrate the result”. The BIOKEYS then 
will be based on the key word in the rectangular bracket in 
key name search for all the matched records in the database 
and display them in the form of  a webpage (Fig. 6).

Calculat ion of  E dicho index for  evaluat ing 
dichotomous key in  BIOKEYS 

Clicking on the submenu “Calculate Edicho index” un der 
the menu “Working with dichotomous key” will cause the 
software to display the open dialog box for choosing a file 
of  dichotomous key. The dichotomous key in the chosen 
file will be analyzed and its Edicho index will be cal cu lated. 
The result will be shown in a message box (Fig. 7).

The BIOKEYS software is now fully functional for 
wor king with polyclave and dichotomous keys. Working 
with BIOKEYS taxonomists can easily manage large 
amount of  information that is especially valuable when 
large groups are in hand. It is now only important to create 
the pairs of  dichotomous characters and the list of  taxa 
that have each of  this character. Once a large amount of  
pairs of  dichotomous characters was created, it is possible 
to choose the best pair of  dichotomous characters (also in 

the evolutionary and phylogenetic meaning) for the key to 
be created. The BIOKEYS software enables also easy cal
cu lation of  Edicho index that shows the performance of  the 
key (Nguyen et al. 2017).
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Figure 6 The display of  the identification result

Figure 7 Message box with the calculated Edicho index value of  the 
dichotomous key


